
WCSA Medal 2018 is structured into the following award categories:

1) **Best 8th Junior WCSA Conference Paper.**

The aim of this prize is to honor and encourage young colleagues that are showing the capability to leave a mark on the international level of scientific production. Recipients of this medal are all the academically young speakers at the VIII WCSA conference. Potential candidates should send a declaration that earned their PhD six years ago or less and have already applied to the Conference. The Award Committee is composed of 3 members (not only or not necessary WCSA members) chaired by the President of WCSA or his Delegate. The President or his Delegate will select the recipient of this category among all the participants of the VII WCSA conference. The evaluation criteria will be published within 30 days from the Committee designation at www.wcsaglobal.org.

2) **Career Medal**

The target of this medal are senior scientists who can show an objectively outstanding academic path in terms of scholarship and scientific contribution to social science. The Award Committee is composed of 3 members (not only and not necessary WCSA members) chaired by the WCSA President or his Delegate. The evaluation criteria will be published within 30 days from the Committee designation at www.wcsaglobal.org.